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0 of 0 review helpful A good read By Chrissybear77 This was the first book in this series that I have read With that 
being said I didn t feel like I was lost or anything the story was action packed I loved Declan being the Tough and 
Alpha SWAT Officer turned Bomb Expert He is also a Marine Veteran win win for me Tess has a Bomb under her 
chair at work Declan was sent in to make it safe Tess and Declan LAWMAN TO THE RESCUE nbsp Who placed the 
bomb under schoolteacher Tess Collins s classroom desk mdash and why There s only one man who can save Tess 
mdash SWAT cop Declan Shaw Her survival depends on him defusing the bomb and protecting her from an unknown 
enemy He can t afford to be distracted by the alluring beauty who was his onetime high school crush But keeping her 
safe soon becomes more than just a job for the highly trained explosives expert And it ll About the Author Laura Scott 
is honored to write for the Love Inspired Suspense line where a reader can find a heartwarming journey of faith amid 
the thrilling danger She lives with her husband of twenty five years and has two children a daughter and a son w 
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